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The exploitation of children, is action that places let, do, sent do, or participate in conducting economic exploitation or sexual against children. This research aimed at described the background the occurrence of child exploitation by poor families especially workers a street kid in Tanjung Karang Central and form and the impact of the exploitation of experienced by children workers.

Type this research is descriptive with a qualitative approach. A method of collecting data done by means of an interview, deep and observation while engineering analysis of data done by means of the reduction of data, presentation of data, and the withdrawal of the conclusion. In this research informant who is interviewed is 4 children workers on the street, parents child labor, 3 and two members of the society that has enough informansi required in research.

The results show that the child labor in tanjung karang central work an average of 6 to 8 hours a day. They work, because the impulse economy of a family as well as a social environment that supports children to work. In one day they are able to raise money as much as Rp. 30,000 to Rp. 50,000. Child labor that was originally only help the family now in fact become the backbone of the family in meet the needs of the economy. In addition to the background on a like by economy of a family which is under the poverty line, the exploitation of children also in the background on a like by low-self motivation for the future of children, families and the influence of a social environment that supports children under age to work on the street....
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